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Abstract
We provide bounds on the parameters of matching functions such that the job-finding
rate and the vacancy-filling rate are below 1. We do that in the context of the canonical
search and matching model with a Pissarides-type free-entry condition. We find that
the restrictions for a Cobb–Douglas matching function with increasing returns to
scale are rather restrictive, involving an upper bound to future expected profits and
the number of job searchers. In contrast, for functional forms with constant returns
to scale (Cobb–Douglas, CES) the restrictions involve only parameters or an upper
bound to the future expected profits. The paper also investigates when a job-finding
rate (vacancy filling rate) below one can restrict the vacancy filling rate (job-finding
rate) to be below and strictly bounded away from one. We provide the bounds implied
by these “interior equilibria.”
Keywords Matching function · Random matching · Interior equilibrium
JEL Classification J6

1 Introduction
The use of matching functions in economic models allows for the introduction of market frictions in a tractable fashion. The matching function describes how the number
of job searchers and the number of open vacancies relate to the number of new job
matches that occur within a period. It is common in this literature to interpret the number of matches per job searcher as the average job-finding rate. This class of models
has proven important when studying unemployment and its relationship with other
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phenomena. The extensive body of literature on matching models shows its many
applications (see Petrongolo and Pissarides 2001; Rogerson et al. 2005; Yashiv 2007
for surveys).
In this paper, we find the restrictions that different functional forms of the matching
function must satisfy to ensure that the number of matches per job searcher can be
interpreted as a job-finding probability. We do so in the context of the Pissarides
matching model with a free-entry condition for firms. Our results are relevant in
a discrete time framework, when the job-finding rate is a probability and, therefore,
must lie below 1. They also apply to the empirical estimations of the matching function
when variables are measured in a discrete time framework (monthly, quarterly, etc).
These restrictions are useful in those models where the matching function is simply an
instrument to introduce frictions in the labor market without explicitly modeling their
micro-foundations (Blanchard and Galí 2010). The role of these frictions is then to
allow for the existence of unemployment in equilibrium. In these cases, it is natural to
interpret the number of matches per job searcher as a probability, i.e., the probability
to find a job by a worker.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we specify the basic framework of our analysis. In Sect. 3, we derive the theoretical restrictions that the most
commonly assumed matching functions (a Cobb–Douglas and two CES matching
functions) must satisfy to get an interior equilibrium. We also provide the bounds on
the probability to find a job and to fill in a vacancy originated as a result of these
restrictions. We summarize our results in the concluding section.

2 Basic framework
Let us denote by M the number of new matches created in one period, which is assumed
to be a function of the number of job seekers (S) and the number of open vacancies
(V ) at the beginning of the period, M = m(S, V ).1 We assume, as it is common in
this literature, that the matching function is increasing in its arguments and concave.
In this setup, the average probability of finding a job by a worker is the number of
matches per job searcher, p = m(S, V )/S, and the average probability of filling in a
vacancy by a firm is the number of matches per vacancy, q = m(S, V )/V .
We assume free entry in vacancies as in Pissarides (1985), with a positive cost of
opening a vacancy. The number of posted vacancies is determined by:
q B = κ,

(1)

where q is the probability to fill in a vacancy, B are the expected future profits of a
filled vacancy for the firm and κ > 0 is the cost of posting a vacancy. Note that B is
endogenous in a general model, and it includes any effects of the separation rate on
the expected future profits. It is, however, independent of the number of job searchers.
This condition applies to a large variety of random matching models, from those with
exogenous or endogenous separation rate to those with match-specific productivity.
1 Time subscripts have been omitted to enhance readability.
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These models will differ in their specification of B (Rogerson et al. 2005). For the
purpose of this paper, though, we do not need to specify any particular form.
Definition 1 An interior equilibrium occurs when the number of matches is bounded
from above by the number of job searchers and the number of vacancies in the economy
(M < min{S, V }).
Definition 1 implies that the probability of finding a job ( p) and the probability
of filling in a vacancy (q) are both below unity. Notice from (1) that the condition
q < 1 is automatically satisfied in equilibrium, since vacancies will be open if and
only if B > κ. Otherwise, the expected benefits of a filled vacancy would be lower
than its cost and no one would have incentives to open any vacancy.2 This result
holds in equilibrium for any functional form of the matching function. However,
the matching function will be important in determining whether the probability of
finding a job is lower than 1. In the following section, we study the conditions under
which several matching functions lead to an interior equilibrium. Since we proved
that q < 1 in any equilibrium, it is only left to check whether p < 1 holds in
equilibrium.

3 Theoretical restrictions for an interior equilibrium
In this section, we derive the theoretical restrictions that must be satisfied for a matching function to be consistent with the existence of an interior equilibrium. We study
the restrictions for the Cobb–Douglas and two CES specifications of the matching
function. We also provide the bounds on the probability to find a job and to fill in a
vacancy originated by these restrictions.
3.1 Cobb–Douglas matching function
In this section, we analyze the necessary restrictions for a Cobb–Douglas matching
function to have an interior equilibrium. We also distinguish the implications of these
restrictions under different returns to scale on the matching technology.
The Cobb–Douglas matching function has been used extensively in the literature.
Most of the empirical estimations of the matching function use this specification and
usually find constant returns to scale, although some studies find increasing returns
(Petrongolo and Pissarides 2001; Yashiv 2007).
Proposition 1 In a general equilibrium random matching model with a Cobb–Douglas
matching function, m = AS α V β , where A > 0 is a scale parameter, α ∈ (0, 1) and
β
β ∈ (0, 1), an interior equilibrium exists if and only if B > κ and S α+β−1 B β < κA .
2 We follow the common assumption in the literature that each vacancy is open for one individual and the
cost of opening the vacancy occurs each time you recruit a new worker.
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Proof Let us define the matching function to be Cobb–Douglas, m = AS α V β , where
A > 0, α ∈ (0, 1) and β ∈ (0, 1). An interior equilibrium exists if M < S.3
To prove that M < S, we substitute q in (1) for m/V , where m has the assumed
functional form and solve for V . Then, we substitute V in M < S, where M is defined
by the Cobb–Douglas matching function. Rearranging, we obtain the condition in
Proposition 1:
S α+β−1 B β <

κβ
.
A



Corollary 1 Different returns to scale in the matching function imply different conditions to have an interior equilibrium:
(a) With constant returns to scale (α +β = 1), there is an upper bound to the expected
β
future profits of a filled vacancy: B β < κA ,
(b) With increasing returns to scale (α + β > 1), there is a joint upper bound to
the number of job searchers and the expected future profits of a filled vacancy:
κβ
,
B β < AS α+β−1
(c) With decreasing returns to scale (α +β < 1), there is an interrelated upper bound
to the expected future profits of a filled vacancy and a lower bound to the number
β
of job searchers: B β < κA S 1−α−β .
Proposition 1 states the necessary conditions for any Cobb–Douglas matching function to lead to an interior equilibrium. In all cases, there is an upper
bound to the expected future profits of a filled vacancy. This is due to the freeentry assumption of vacancies. In this framework, the number of vacancies is a
jump variable that adjusts immediately to the equilibrium, while the number of
searchers is generally a state variable.4 Then, to make sure S > M we have to
limit M by restricting the amount of vacancies. We do that by setting an upper
bound to the expected profits. As Corollary 1 shows, in the case of increasing
returns to scale (IRS), this upper bound decreases with the number of searchers,
while in the case of decreasing returns to scale (DRS) it is increasing with the
number of searchers. Therefore, given a number of searchers, the constraint is
more stringent when there are IRS than when there are DRS. The constraint is
independent of the number of searchers in the case of constant returns to scale
(CRS).
Notice also that in the case of CRS, a Cobb–Douglas matching function with scale
parameter (A) larger or equal to 1 cannot be a good representation of the labor market
frictions, since it would imply that any job searcher fills a vacancy with probability
one.5
3 Recall that since we assume B > κ, the condition M < V is satisfied in any equilibrium.
4 The number of searchers might not be a pure state variable in models with search intensity, for instance.

The results apply for these cases too.
5 Recall that since B > κ and β > 0, (κ/B)β < 1.
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3.2 CES matching function
Another matching function commonly used in the literature takes a CES specification.
In this section, we analyze two CES matching functions and the conditions they must
satisfy to ensure an interior equilibrium.
Proposition 2 In a general equilibrium random matching model with a matching function represented by a CES function m = A (ηS σ + (1 − η)V σ )1/σ , where A > 0 is
a scale parameter, η ∈ (0, 1), σ < 1 and 1/ (1 − σ ) is the elasticity of substitution
between job searchers and vacancies, an interior equilibrium exists if and only if
B > κ and:
 −σ 1/σ
−1/σ
κ or,
(a) σ < 0, (1−η)A κ < B < A1−η−η
 −σ 1/σ
κ.
(b) σ > 0 and B < A1−η−η
Proof Let us define the matching function to be CES such that

1
m = A ηS σ + (1 − η)V σ σ ,
where A > 0, η ∈ (0, 1) and σ < 1. To prove that M < S, we substitute q in (1) for
m/V , where m has its assumed functional form and derive the following equation:

η

S
V

σ

=

 κ σ
− (1 − η).
AB

(2)

Notice that for the market tightness (V /S) to be positive, the RHS of the previous
equation must be positive. Therefore, in any equilibrium (κ/AB)σ > (1 − η). This
translates into B < (1 − η)−1/σ (κ/A) if σ > 0 and B > (1 − η)−1/σ (κ/A) if σ < 0.
Using Eq. (2), we solve for V and use this expression to substitute V in the condition
S > M, where M is defined by the CES matching function above. We obtain the
following inequality:
 κ σ
1/σ
κ
− (1 − η)
> η1/σ .
AB
B

(3)

 −σ 1/σ
This inequality is satisfied if and only if Bκ < A1−η−η
for any σ < 0 or
 −σ 1/σ
A −η
B
for any σ > 0. Putting all the conditions together, we find the
κ <
1−η
 −σ 1/σ
−1/σ
< A1−η−η
is always satisfied as
result in Proposition 2. Notice that (1−η)A
σ
long as A η > 0, which is true by assumption.


Proposition 3 In a general equilibrium random matching model with a matching function represented by the following CES function, m = (S σ + V σ )1/σ , where σ < 1
and 1/ (1 − σ ) is the elasticity of substitution between job searchers and vacancies;
the equilibrium is interior if and only if B > κ and σ < 0.
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Proof Let us define the matching function to be CES such that

1
m = Sσ + V σ σ
where σ < 1. In order to prove that M < S, we substitute q in (1) for m/V , where m
has its assumed functional form and solve for V . Rearranging, we obtain the following:
 κ σ
B


−1=

S
V

σ

.

Notice that, given B > κ, the market tightness (V /S) is positive if and only if σ < 0.
Therefore, we need σ < 0 in any equilibrium.
To continue the proof, we solve for V and substitute it in the condition S > M,
where M is defined as the CES matching function above. We obtain the following
inequality:
1>

1
κ
,
σ
B ((κ/B) − 1)1/σ

which, given B > κ, is satisfied for any σ < 0.




Propositions 2 and 3 report the necessary conditions for two different CES matching
functions to lead to an interior equilibrium. The CES function specified in Proposition 2
has an upper bound on the expected future profits of a filled vacancy, as in the Cobb–
Douglas case. The intuition is the same as before. The upper bound restricts the amount
of vacancies in equilibrium, which keeps the number of matches below the number
of job searchers. Moreover, since B > κ, it can be shown that the scale parameter A
cannot be larger than 1.
Additionally, we obtain a lower bound on the expected future profits of a filled
vacancy in the case of σ < 0. This lower bound ensures that the interior equilibrium with q < 1 is compatible with V > 0. In the case of σ < 0, there is strong
complementarity between vacancies and job searchers. The intuition is simple if one
considers the extreme case of perfect complementarity. Then, the number of matches
would be the determined by the number of vacancies when there are fewer vacancies
than job searchers. Therefore, with too few vacancies open, all vacancies would get
filled and there would not be an interior equilibrium.
In contrast, the only requirement to get an interior equilibrium with the CES matching function studied in Proposition 3 is to have an elasticity of substitution between
job searchers and vacancies below unity, that is, smaller than in the Cobb–Douglas
case. Under this matching function, for any degree of complementarity between job
searchers and vacancies, the constraints on the expected profits that we found in Proposition 2 are always satisfied.
From the empirical side, some papers estimate a CES matching function such as
Blanchard and Diamond (1989) and Shimer (2005), although they cannot reject that
σ = 0, that is, a Cobb–Douglas specification. We could not find any paper where the
matching function has a CES specification with σ > 0. In general, empirical studies
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mostly support a Cobb–Douglas matching function. From the theoretical side, a microfoundation for the general CES matching function is provided in Stevens (2007), while
the latter CES specification can represent the aggregate matching function in models with micro-markets that suffer disequilibrium (Petrongolo and Pissarides 2001,
p. 407). The latter specification is also equivalent to the one used by den Haan et al.
(2000). They study the propagation of aggregate shocks in a dynamic general equilibrium with labor frictions represented by the following matching function, where
ρ = −σ:
m(S, V ) =

SV
(S ρ

+ V ρ )1/ρ

.

They recognize that with a Cobb–Douglas matching function truncation is necessary to rule out matching probabilities greater than unity (den Haan et al. 2000,
p. 485). In this section, we showed under which conditions this is true. In this section,
we demonstrate that the matching function they propose leads to an interior equilibrium as long as ρ > 0 ( σ < 0). Although den Haan et al. (2000) do not explicitly
state this condition in their paper, their calibration is consistent with our results.
3.3 Probabilities consistent with an interior equilibrium
In this subsection, we provide the inverse mapping analysis. We introduce the constraints found in the previous sections into the probability to find a job ( p) and the
probability to fill in a vacancy (q). This allows us to study whether they are bounded
in any interior equilibrium.
Proposition 4 In an interior equilibrium of a random matching model with free-entry
condition, the probability to find a job ( p) and the probability to fill in a vacancy (q)
satisfy the following conditions:
• If thematching function
 is Cobb–Douglas,

p∈

1

A 1−β S

α+β−1
1−β

, 1 and q ∈

1

Aβ S

α+β−1
β


, 1 . These ranges are non-empty as

long as A < S 1−α−β .
• If the matching function
with σ < 0,

 is CES
1/σ
1−η
1/σ
, min{A(1 − η) , 1} .
p ∈ (0, 1) and q ∈
A−σ −η
• If thematching function isCES with 
σ > 0,
1/σ
1/σ 


η
1−η
,
1
and
q
∈
,1 .
p∈
A−σ −(1−η)
A−σ −η
• When the matching function is m = (S σ + V σ )1/σ , then p ∈ (0, 1) and q ∈ (0, 1).
Proof Let us first find the probability range of p for the Cobb–Douglas case. We
substitute q in (1) for m/V , where m has the assumed functional form and we solve
for V . Then, we substitute V in p = AS α V β−1 . This gives us:
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p=A

1
1−β

S

αβ
α−1+ 1−β

  β
B 1−β
.
κ

1−α−β

Then, using the fact that 1 < Bκ < ( S A )1/β , we obtain the range of p. The range
is non-empty if A < S 1−α−β .
When the matching function is CES, m = A (ηS σ + (1 − η)V σ )1/σ , we obtain

1/σ
. From the free-entry condition, we get an expression
p = A η + (1 − η)( VS )σ
for V /S that depends on B/κ, which we can substitute in p. Then, we must distinguish
between two cases: positive and negative σ . From Proposition 2, we know that in an
 −σ 1/σ
−1/σ
< Bκ < A1−η−η
when σ < 0 . Then, it follows
interior equilibrium (1−η)A
that p ∈ (0, 1).
When σ > 0, then the constraint to besatisfied in any interior
equilibrium is
1/σ 
 −σ 1/σ

A −η
η
B
. This leads to p ∈
, 1 , where the lower
1< κ <
1−η
A−σ −(1−η)
bound is positive since A < 1.
For all cases, from the free-entry condition we directly obtain that q = k/B,
which given the constraints in B/κ, gives us the range of q. Notice that for the CES
with σ < 0, the lower bound of q is always positive because A < 1 in an interior
equilibrium, while the upper bound could be below or above 1. In any case, it can be
proven that the upper bound is always larger than the lower bound. For the case CES
with σ > 0, the ranges are non-empty given that A < 1.


We observe that in all cases except for the latter CES function, the range of the
probability to fill in a vacancy and find a job is smaller than the (0,1) interval.

4 Conclusions
This paper studies the theoretical properties that different functional forms of matching functions must satisfy to have an interior equilibrium in a general equilibrium
random matching model with free-entry condition for vacancies. We establish and
compare the restrictions needed to make sure that the usual interpretation of the
ratio of matches to unemployed as a job-finding probability is consistent with
the assumption of interior equilibria. We find that the restrictions for a Cobb–
Douglas function with increasing returns to scale are rather restrictive, involving
an upper bound to future expected profits and the number of job searchers. In
contrast, for functional forms with constant returns to scale (Cobb–Douglas, CES)
the restrictions involve only parameters or an upper bound to the future expected
profits. We also show the range that the job-finding probability and the probability to fill in a vacancy can take in an interior equilibrium. Our results provide
theoretical results to help choose among different functional forms of a matching
function.
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